Abstract
Introduction
Hybrid girder cable-stayed suspension bridge was invented in France in early 19th century. Afterwards, through the exploration and efforts of innumerable bridge researchers, especially by American famous designer J.A.Roebling and German famous designer Dichinger, Roebling system, Dichinger system and Improved Dichinger system formed successively. Hybrid girder cable-stayed suspension bridge has a much shorter suspension part than suspension bridge with the same span, which can decrease the force in main cable and decrease the construction cost of main cable and anchor. In addition, during construction, the cantilever length of cable-stayed part can be reduced greatly, which can enhance the wind stability of bridge in construction and in use. Hybrid girder cable-stayed suspension bridge has been proposed in many bridge designs in the world, such as Strait of Gibraltar Bridge and Lingdingyang cross-sea bridge, but it has never been put into practice. Until October 1997, the first modern Hybrid girder cable-stayed suspension bridge, Wujiang bridge with a 288m span, was built in Guizhou province China. [1, 2] At present, hybrid girder cable-stayed suspension bridge is mainly remained in program design phase. All proposals use earth-anchored system, they need huge anchors, especially on the sea, that means higher construction cost and larger construction difficulty. Hybrid girder self-anchored cable-stayed suspension bridge can avoid the above problems. Furthermore, in this system, cable-stayed part uses concrete girder, suspension part uses steel girder, which has better economic performance and suitability to topographic and geological conditions. In a word, hybrid girder cable-stayed suspension bridge will be an amazing program of long-span bridges design in the future.
The key issues of scholars about hybrid girder cable-stayed suspension bridge is mainly from two aspects, one is the appearance discontinuity of junction between cable-stayed area and suspension area, the other one is the performance discontinuity of the main girder structure [3] [4] [5] . And if hybrid girder is applied, these issues will be more significant. This paper will study on these issues based on one hybrid girder cable-stayed suspension bridge.
Structure of Joint Part of Hybrid Girder
The joint part between steel girder and concrete girder is mostly divided into two structure forms: cell and no cell. According to the location of its load-bearing plate, the joint part with cell can be divided into three kinds: front load-bearing plate, rear load-bearing plate and front and rear load-bearing plate. Generally speaking, load-bearing plate is equipped with some kinds of connections, such as welded nails, to joint with concrete, shown in figure 1.
(1). Front load-bearing plate style: if we use this connection form, longitudinal force and bending moment will be transferred to steel girder from stud of front load-bearing plate and steel box girder, shear and torque will be transferred to steel girder from stud of load-bearing plate. (shown in figure 1 a) (2) . Rear load-bearing plate style: if we use this connection form, longitudinal force and bending moment will be transferred to steel girder from stud of girder in joint part and rear load-bearing plate, shear and torque will be transferred to steel girder from stud of bridge deck and web plate. (shown in figure 1 b) [6] (3). Front and rear load-bearing plate style: if we use this connection form, longitudinal force will be transferred to reinforced part in steel girder by metal plate and stud, shear and torque will be transferred to steel girder from the shear key of metal plate. (shown in figure 1 c) The Flehe Bridge in Germany used front load-bearing plate. The Kurt-Schumacher Bridge in Germany used front and rear load-bearing plate. Most of other bridges used rear load-bearing plate, for example, Jiao En bridge in Sweden, Ikuchi Bridge in Japan, and most cable-stayed bridges in China. [7] [8] [9] [10] The joint part without cell can be divided into some kinds according to the location of its load-bearing plate, such as rear load-bearing plate style and the combination of rear load-bearing plate and bottom board. Both Normandy cable-stayed bridge in France and Kap Shui Mun Bridge in Hong Kong use the joint part without cell to transfer force.
There was a comparative study between loading tests and finite element analysis, when Ikuchi bridge was building. The result is that using the rear load-bearing plate has a better performance [11] . This kind of connector has advantages as follows:
(1).It can play a full part and transfer force clearly. 
Establish The Plane Modal of The Beam Joint Part of Hybrid Girder Self-Anchored Cable-Stayed Suspension Bridge
This paper take one program of a hybrid girder self-anchored cable-stayed suspension bridge as calculation example. This bridge is self-anchored that can avoid using a huge anchorage, whose main Study on the Joint Part of Self-anchored Cable-stayed Suspension Bridge with Hybrid Girder Wang Hui-li, Ma Xing-liang ,Qin Si-feng span is 800m; two side spans are both 263m. The suspension part in mid-span is made of steel box girder; cable-stayed part is made of concrete box girder. The elevation diagram of bridge is shown in figure 2 . The elevation diagram of joint part is shown in figure 3 (the distance of welded nails on transverse direction of bridge is 0.5m), and it applies the common connection style: cell and rear load-bearing plate. 
Figure. 3 Elevation diagram of joint part/cm
Assuming there is same deformation of steel plate and concrete girder in the joint part; there is same deflection and curvature in one section; and we ignore the friction between steel plates and concrete, namely, there is relative slippage along the beam in longitudinal direction [13] . The relationship between shear load Q of shear connector and slippage S is nonlinear. In this paper, we use such shear-slippage relationship:
  
Result and Analysis
Through finite element analysis, the envelope diagrams of upper edge and lower edge normal stress of steel box girder and concrete box girder under dead load and vehicle live load are shown in figure  5-8 , in which the tensile stress is positive [18, 19] . The following conclusions are got from the above stress envelope diagram: (1) .Under the dead load and vehicle live load, the stress of steel box girder and concrete box girder are -3Mpa~-2Mpa and -2Mpa~-1Mpa respectively, both of them meet the requirement. The stress of steel box girder is smaller, that is because of the slippage of shear connector.
(2).From figure 5and figure 6, we can obtain results that there is a "step" every 0.5m in the normal stress envelope diagram of steel box girder. And the location of "step" is where the shear key is. It shows that the "step" results from the shear of the root of shear key.
(3).From figure 7 and figure 8, we can obtain results that the normal stress of concrete box girder distributes evenly, but there is some "fluctuation" on the boundary because of the affection of boundary conditions.
Conclusion
This paper has studied on internal force continuity of hybrid girder self-anchored cable-stayed suspension bridge beam joint parts. The joint part of cable-stayed concrete beam and suspension steel beam is a weak point of the bridge, and it's the mutation part of structural characteristics and material properties. The analysis showed that the stress mutation on the transition section can be alleviated with appropriate construction form.
The joint part is the critical structure position, the combination of steel and concrete relies mainly on the shear key and prestressed tendons to transfer force, but its force distribution, quantity and transfer mechanism are all needed to be analyzed further. And if we have enough time and techniques, modal test will be a good selection.
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